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ast spring I learned that the format of Access magazine
might be changing. Over the last 25 years or so, San José
State students have cranked out one magazine over
the course of a single semester. This superannuated,
traditional structure was ready for a modern facelift and
I was definitely up for the challenge.
At its foundation, the newfangled variation of Access
detours from covering University life and puts the arts and
entertainment of San José into focus. This semester, we are
giving you a unique “All-Access Pass” — a behind-the-scenes
look at all things creative and captivating within the capital of
Silicon Valley.
Publishing three issues this spring, Access will spotlight arts
subcultures such as film, tunes, art and the performing arts.
We are extending this general repertoire with new sections
covering local eats, Sharks hockey and San Josean celebrities
and personalities.
But how does uprooting the old Access make it more San
José? Many San Joseans are transplants from other locales.
Though the city’s locals have devout pride for the Bay Area, a
number of natives have loosened ties and moved away.
My roots lie in Fremont and I was a Santa Clara University
Bronco before I became a Spartan. The Access staff is as diverse
as San José itself, where some call home as near as Campbell
and others as far as Australia.
This is also true with the voices and faces that fill our
magazine’s pages. Though each of them has a unique tie to
San José, they have all found success within and beyond the
city limits.
Our cover girl, comedienne and actress Anjelah Johnson,
grew up in San José and recently moved to Los Angeles to
pursue her acting career. She is now making the trip back to
her hometown to give back to the community.
Cinequest film festival is hosted in San José, but rakes in
millions of dollars and invites thousands of attendees to see
the latest flicks of local and foreign mavericks alike.
Louis Silva of the Naglee Park Garage, who was born and
raised in San José, invites the neighborhood into his bistro but
hopes to expand to San Francisco.
Though San José Sharks rookie Logan Couture was drafted
to the NHL at 18, plays at the HP Pavilion and lives at Santana
Row, he goes home to Canada every summer.
Public artists Douglas Hollis and Anna Valentina Murch
of “Waterscape” at City Hall are both out-of-towners who
contributed to the San José Public Art Program and continue
to create masterpieces nationwide.
And perhaps the most representative of San José are The
Fingerbangerz DJ crew. All six members, natives to the area,
have honed their talents in San José and have expanded their
success across America and internationally.
So take your three all-access passes this semester and
let them guide you through the most striking arts and
entertainment San José has to offer. But don’t stop there — the
passes can broaden your horizons past our city and out into the
world. Just don’t forget to write home.
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Hannah Keirns
Editor-in-Chief
Spring 2011
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writer
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San José’s ticket to

eric van susteren
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hen Halfdan Hussey
and
Kathleen
Powell co-founded
Cinequest in 1990,
most people thought
the San José-based
independent film
festival would fail.
“We were told we would never
build an audience here,” says
Hussey, who is also an independent
filmmaker. “It took a decade and a
half to build it up. Every member
we’ve had to work for, prove
ourselves to and make sure they’re
extremely happy.”
Now in its 20th consecutive
profitable year, Cinequest has
proven it can be successful, not only
in supporting itself, but serving as
a cultural icon and economic boon
for downtown San José.
One reason the founders
started Cinequest, which is also the
name of the non-profit company
that throws the annual festival, in
San José is because of the city’s
famed spirit of innovation.
The event focused on
“mavericks,” the most innovative
artists trying to shift the paradigm
of the film world. Filmmakers
will unveiled more than 170 films
during the festival, which ran from
March 2 to 12.
“Bold, creative, innovative ideas
were the impetus of its founding,”
says Hussey. “It’s our role to
discover creators and innovators
and get them seen.”
Cinequest, Hussey says, is
different from other festivals
because it doesn’t occur at a
popular vacation destination. He
says the result of this is that the
focus is of the festival is on the films
themselves, not on tourism.
But Cinequest isn’t as large as
film festivals such as Sundance,

which occurs annually in the ski
resort town of Park City, Utah.
Bill Malone, president and
CEO of the Park City Chamber
of Commerce, says Park City
sees more than $30 million in
immediate economic effect and
140,000 overnight visitors in hotels
during the 10-day festival.
Even without the draw of
tourism, Cinequest has seen
healthy growth. It rose from 3,000
attendees in 1990 to 90,000 in
2010, netting for San José what
Hussey estimates is $5.5 million in
annual economic effects.
This effect is beneficial to
businesses such as E&O Trading
Company, a restaurant located
in downtown San José, says
Heidi Darling, vice president of
marketing for Moana Restaurants
and Hotels.
Though she wouldn’t specify
exactly how much business
Cinequest brings to the restaurant,
Darling says E&O Trading
Company, which Moana owns,
sees “a significant spike in business
from Cinequest.”
Darling says the restaurant
hosts an event for Cinequest each
year and expected 200 to 400
people to attend this year.
Ticket sales, corporate support,
grants and an individuals donor
program make up Cinequest’s
modest $2 million annual budget.
A huge part of Cinequest’s
ability to stay in the black each year
is the community’s involvement
and support of the festival.
Each year, 600 to 700 volunteers
flock to Cinequest, around
70 of whom Hussey says are
professionals working pro bono in
various departments. Perhaps most
significant are the community’s
financial contributions, which
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cover about 40 percent of what
Cinequest does.
This level of local collaboration
has developed Cinequest’s identity,
says Hussey.
“Cinequest is something that
is owned by so many people in
the community, they have their
identity in it,” he says. “Now it’s
truly a community institution.”
Signature events such as
Cinequest help evolve a city’s
cultural identity, which can be
immensely profitable, says Kerry
Adams Hapner, Director of
Cultural Affairs for the city of San
José.
In 2005, nonprof it
organizations made an economic
effect of more than $103 million,
which created more than
2,300 jobs, according to a 2008
study by the San José Office of
Cultural Affairs.
Adams Hapner says a
developed cultural identity in
San José goes beyond immediate
economic effects; it’s integral to
the city’s long-term strategy for
economic development, especially
in attracting talented workers.
“We’re finding out more and
more that the next generation
of workforce will be attracted to
places with a strong sense of
identity, both creative and cultural,”
she says.
Be it Adams Hapner’s vision
for San José as a cultural and
economic hub or Hussey’s ideal
of a fusion of the business and arts
communities, both see Cinequest
as a transformative force for
San José.
“During those two weeks the
energy of the city completely
changes as if it were New York
or Paris right here in the Silicon
Valley,” says Hussey. a
MARCH 2011
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Naglee Park Garage

tunes up

‘neighborhood cuisine’
ryan fernandez

L

(Top left) Owner and lead chef Louis Silva serves beef
bourguignon, a classic French Burgundy dish that is the special
every Thursday at his Naglee Park Garage bistro. (Above) The
Garage’s 650-square foot interior features raw and exposed brick
and metal beams. Server Andrea Henneman created the artwork
while employee Antonio made frames from bicycle tire tubing.
(Next page) Silva is described by server and cashier Lupe Lopez as
a “very outgoing, animated, free spirit” who is “passionate about
his restaurant.”

ouis Silva was
supposed to have
been born on
December 25.
He came out
two days later,
via a cesarean
section, with his
umbilical cord
wrapped around
his neck.
“At the gates, I already had
struggles,” says Silva, who
has overcome a life fraught
with hardship to become the
owner and chef of the Naglee
Park Garage.
Simply known as “The Garage”
to locals and out-of-town regulars
alike, Silva’s establishment came
about through a combination
of his love of food and his sheer
determination to make his
culinary dreams come true.
“My whole goal was to open
a restaurant,” he says. “My
belief is this: If you believe in
something and wake up every
day and you say you’re going …
to do something, you keep telling
yourself that, you will accomplish
anything you want in your life.”
Lupe Lopez, who has been a
server and cashier since August
2009, says Silva encourages others
to apply that same philosophy in
their own lives.
“Louis wants us to go out and
do the things that we love. He
actually pushes us to fulfill our
dreams,” she says.
Silva went to Mount Pleasant
High School and much of his
formative years were spent in
a tough neighborhood in East
San José.
“There’s a lot of things that go
on in that neighborhood. They’re
pretty rough,” he says. “Some of
the guys I grew up with are in
and out of prisons, some of them
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murdered, some of them drug
addicts.”
Silva suffered from low selfesteem and was picked on as
a boy, but says he had a “good
foundation with his family” and
was always loved.
He also ran with a punk rock
gang, whose name is still tattooed
on his hand.
“I still hang out with them,”
he says. “But we’re all older.
We did a lot of interesting
wild things.”
A defining moment in
Silva’s life came at the age of 19,
following a nearly successful
suicide attempt.
“I put a gun to my head and
pulled the trigger,” he says. “My
best friend grabbed the gun from
my hand — it [the bullet] went
through the ceiling and that put
me in check.”
At that point, Silva says he was
“out of control” and questioning
his purpose in life.
“Thankfully my great
aunt was around and she was
there. After that happened I
talked to her and broke down and
… I moved forward after that,” he
says.
As a younger man, Silva
knew he always wanted to do
something involving food,
but he also had dreams of
athletic stardom — of being a
wrestler, a boxer or a professional
fighter.
He trained up to three hours a
day, five days a week, in between
his work hours, until a wrestling
injury put an end to those dreams.
“I kind of went crazy, out of
control,” Silva says. “Got into a
lot of trouble, raised hell with a
lot of people.”
In the course of his training,
he met friends who helped him
make the most of his strong work

ethic and set his dreams aloft.
“Chris Eliman, Chris
Esparza, Tim Wilson, John
Testani, Brendan Rawson, José
Loyola — everyone, all these
wonderful people, some who
are now musicians, some of
whom are comedians, some of
them are designers, that they all
went off to do really well … they
helped me move to a great place
in my life,” Silva says.
As Silva’s confidence grew, he
found more work in restaurants
and he was even getting calls
asking for his help in opening
establishments.
“From there it just got bigger
and bigger and then I was on top
of the world — executive chef,
living in San Francisco, doing
these wonderful things,” he says.
Though largely a self-taught
chef, Silva credits his mother
and his family’s cookbooks
with giving him a foundation to
build on. Silva says he also draws
inspiration from memories of
family outings.
“I grew up around San José,
going and seeing my uncles
taking me to the ranches and
slaughtering pigs and cows
… growing vegetables in the
backyard … and cooking at the
family gatherings in the parks,
roasting whole pigs or goats,” he
says.
Silva also draws upon
his knowledge of San José’s
agricultural heritage to add
unique touches to the food
served at the Garage.
“The canning industry
here was huge and it’s one of
the lost arts,” he says. “This
stuff ’s an amazing thing. We do
our beets — a takeoff of canning
— we roast our beets and then we
marinate them in vinegar. It gives
them a better flavor. That’s what
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Bacon cheeseburger
& homestyle fries

makes it stand out.
Silva also says he was able to learn from the ample
opportunities he has had to work with other cooks
and chefs.
“You feed off each other and you learn techniques.
… You learn what’s right and what’s wrong when
you’re cooking,” he says.
Indeed, Silva knows how he wants the food
he serves to be cooked.
“Even these guys, they know I get on their butts
when I see things,” he says. “It’s a simple thing the
way we cook our potatoes. … We boil our potatoes
and we cut ‘em and then we fry ‘em and there’s a
technique behind that. And then it comes out crispy
and tender — crispy on the outside, tender on the
inside.”
To create the kind of food that keeps people
coming back to the Garage, Silva emphasizes the use
of proper cooking techniques and fresh, high-quality
ingredients.
“We don’t have a freezer here so everything is
fresh,” says Andrea Henneman, a senior photography
major at SJSU who spent two and a half years working
at the Garage. “Back in the day, we used to run out of
food because we don’t have a lot of food storage here.”
Silva also makes sure his food has an artisan’s
touch, stressing the need for simplicity in his
hand-made cuisine.
“Even though it’s simple, there’s nothing in it and
there’s not really that cutting edge,” he says. “It’s that
energy that you get from people who do stuff …
it’s soul food. It’s from the heart.”
Of course, eating is only a part of the total
experience of being at the Garage. Even with
his exacting specifications in the kitchen, Silva
maintains an easygoing atmosphere for all comers to
his restaurant.
“People that come in here, especially when
I’m here, they see the place and they understand
it better when I’m joking around with people and
giving hugs, and teasing and being me because that
what they want,” he says.

Lopez calls people working at the Garage
her “second, or extended, family,” and Henneman
agrees.
“It really is a family here,” Henneman says. “That’s
what I love about working here because we’re all
friends and I’ve gone out and chilled with everybody.”
Silva admits that he was reluctant to move
into the building, but has grown to appreciate
its character.
“In the beginning we didn’t because the whole
place was ugly, but I was like OK there’s got to
be something here, and you could feel it,” he says.
“We definitely romanticized about it being this cool
little spot. We were hoping other people would
understand what we were trying to do.”
If he ever needs to, Silva says he would like to
replicate the image of the Garage, especially if the
building falls in an earthquake, but he would still
want to reflect the unique feel of whatever building
he moves into.
“Wherever you go, you listen to the walls,” he says.
“What does it want? It’ll tell you. Just listen to the
room. You listen, and it’ll eventually come.”
And within those walls, Silva was able to overcome
some initial struggles and had a prosperous past year.
To celebrate, Silva took the time to feed
75 homeless people last Christmas.
“We had this amazing year … I was able to
at least say thank you to some people that maybe
didn’t have it so good, and that’s very important to
always be thankful and always do something
for others,” he says.
Despite his success in creating a neighborhood
fixture, Silva says his ultimate goal is to somehow
touch the lives of others.
“If someday I made a million dollars I
wouldn’t take that million dollars,” he says. “I would
give it away. I wouldn’t want it, I don’t need it. I
just need to do good things ‘cause I feel that’s what life
is about.” a
view more photos and a video of the garage — accessmagazine.sjsu.edu

The Angus burger and home fries
were the best of their kind and poss
ibly
one of the best meals I have ever eate
n.
The large, hand-formed beef patty,
perfectly
grilled and seasoned, dripped with
juice when I bit
into it. The Garage cooks ensure a
juicy burger by leaving it
alone while cooking. They leave the
burger on the grill to sit
and cook without being pressed dow
n on. The natural taste
of the beef shined, acting as the foun
dation of the sandwich
so all of the other flavors could be built
upon it. None of the
savory burger juice went to waste as
the bun soaked it up with
ease without getting too soggy. The
thick strips of smoky crisp
bacon and a silky heap of melted ched
dar cheese overflowed
from the bun — almost as if the patty
were covered in a
bacon-cheese blanket. The rich and
indulgent mayonnaise
— made in-house with real eggs —
added another layer of
heaven to the burger.
The home fries, seasoned with sea
salt and parsley, were
crispy on the outside and creamy on
the inside. Unlike most
of the fries I have eaten, these actu
ally tasted like potatoes
instead of oil. The Garage’s ketchup
was also made in-house
and its unique clove flavor perfectly
accented whatever was
dipped into it.

-clifford grodin

quered
maple-lac
1/2 chicken
A good roasted chicken starts with its skin. While many
hate chicken skin in any form and leave it strewn on the
side of their plates, there are some who can appreciate a
tasty skin for its crisp texture and savory taste. It’s the soggy,
greasy skins hanging from the meat that gives chicken skin
a bad name. The challenge in making good skin is cooking it
to be crispy enough, while avoiding overcooking the meat
to the point that feels like leather.
The mastery of this difficult contrast is what makes the
maple-lacquered 1/2 chicken really shine. The skin’s texture
is ideal while the meat is tender, but firm and not too juicy.
The sweet lacquer that covers the chicken has a distinct,
earthy maple flavor that comes to the foreground with
each bite.
Served plain on a plate with a simple garnish of two
sprigs of herbs, the dish is in no way elaborate. It fulfills exactly what’s needed in a no-frills roasted chicken: complex
flavor, moist meat and, of course, a perfectly crisped skin.
To add some variety (and maybe a few calories) to this
simple meal, the sweet potato fries are a good addition.
Don’t expect traditional fries, as these hearty morsels are
much more moist than crunchy and are served without
sauce. But the thick, steamy chunks of starchy sweet potato
are sure way to fill a hungry stomach.

-eric van susteren
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You are from a family of
athletes. Did this influence
your decision to play
hockey?
Yeah, actually. My family is
into lacrosse ... I was kind of
the first hockey player. Being
Canadian, the first thing you
do when you have a kid is,
your parents throw skates
on ya, and you get out there.
I started skating when I was
three and kind of fell in love
with the game.
What was your transition
like from the minor

leagues to the San Jose
Sharks?
It was just last year. It was
tough. It’s a huge jump from
the minors to the NHL. You
play with the best players in
the world here every night,
so it’s a tough league to play
in and be successful in. It
took a little bit, but I think I
am adjusting well now.
Did you have to make
any sacrifices to play
professionally?
Oh yeah. Along the way, a
lot of time dedicated to the
sport — summer in the gym
a lot, didn’t party like a lot of
my friends did when I was
younger because of hockey.

It’s all worth it though
right now.
What was your road like to
the NHL?
You spend a lot of time in
the hockey rink growing up.
I think we practiced four or
five times a week, so not a
lot of free time. Moved away
from home when I was 16 to
play junior hockey in Ottawa.
Didn’t get to see my friends,
it’s tough to keep in touch
and you lose contact with
so many people. Didn’t get
to see my family, got a dog
at home I didn’t get to see as
well, so, it’s tough. At 18 I was
drafted into the NHL.
In your group of friends,

what role do you play?
I only have about three really
close friends back home. I
don’t know, I’m not really
the jokester … I throw an
odd joke in here and there
but it’s tough to say, I’m just
part of the crew, I guess.
What about on the team?
Ah, the young guy. That’s
my role. It’s fun because a
lot of the guys played in this
league when they were my
age so they know what I’m
going through. I’m sure they
wish they were 21 again.
What makes San José
Sharks fans unique?
The fans are great. It’s
basically like playing in a

Canadian city because the
fans are so supportive and so
proud. Out here you come to
the HP and it’s sold out every
night. Coming out of the
shark head, how loud they
get, it gets you going.
Who is your role model?
My parents. I looked up to
them growing up and still do.
They’re both hard workers
and they did a lot for me.
Do you get to go home a
lot?
No, I haven’t been home
since the middle of August.
It’s hard to be away. This is my
fifth year away and I’ve kinda
gotten used to it. The first

year I got a little homesick for
about two months.
What type of music do you
listen to?
Hip-hop and then some
country — country in the
summer. Big Drake fan. My
favorite song right now, a
song called “My Last” by Big
Sean and Chris Brown.
How would you describe
yourself in three words?
Hear that question, Patty? [To
teammate Patrick Marleau]
Marleau: I could do it in one
— awesome. Hard working,
talented, optimistic.
I’m gonna have to slide him a
little cash after this. a

View a slideshow of Couture at practice — accessmagazine.sjsu.edu

SAN JOSean

THE
true
colors of a
comedienne
Anjelah Johnson was born
with the gift of humor and a
firm grasp on her life goals.
During the pilot-audition season
in Los Angeles, the comedienne
and actress opened up to
Feature Editor Jennifer Elias
and writer lidia gonzalez.
Johnson shared her unique road
to stardom and revealed
how she is currently using her
talent to give back to the
San José community.
continued on p. 8
Lidia gonzalez & Jennifer Elias
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A

njelah Johnson never
imagined herself
entertaining people with
stand-up comedy.
While some fans may know her
as a former Oakland Radierette
cheerleader, most recognize
Johnson’s MAD TV ghetto persona
Bon Qui Qui or nosy Tammy the
Vietnamese manicurist of ‘Beautiful
Nail’.
But growing up, Johnson, now
28, had a constant clash of attention
between her prescribed school-work
and the fanciful dreams of one day
becoming an actress.

(P. 7) Anjelah Johnson leans
against a railway-themed
mural along Chandler Blvd. in
the industrial area of North
Hollywood. (Above) Johnson
strikes her Rosie the Riveter
pose, reminiscent of her
comedy tour, “That’s How We
Do It!”.

Courtesy of

amazon.com

“I was depressed in high school,”
says Johnson. Throughout her
four years at Lincoln high school,
Johnson found herself repeatedly
shifting from public to independent
studies.
With a hesitant laugh but serious
tone, Johnson says her inner-artist
struggled to find a way to make
school work for her.
Susan Zagar, Johnson’s mother,
says her daughter was, “a bit of a bad

8
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girl in her early teens.” Zagar recalls
that her daughter always wanted to
be a “chola” and was disappointed
when she found out she had no
relatives who were incarcerated.
With humor and a personality
unlike anyone else, Johnson rebelled
from what she describes as the high
school cookie-cutter shape. But
dropping out was never an option
for her.
After struggling to discover her
identity, an inner artist began to
emerge from the shadows of her
adolescence and yearned to tackle
her dreams.
Following high school, Johnson
attended a local junior college,
DeAnza, and she took her first acting
class.
“When I went back to school
I went for myself, not because
someone was forcing me,” says
Johnson.
Zagar could see, from a young
age, that Johnson enjoyed being in
the spotlight and making people
laugh, but did not easily support her
daughter’s decision to become an
actress.
“I think my mom was speaking
more out of fear,” says Johnson. “My
dad, I don’t think he thought it was
possible that this could actually
happen for me.”
Creating a career by chance
Johnson took a gamble in 2003
with an audition for the Oakland
Raiderette dance team.
“I told myself ‘If I made the
squad, then I will pursue acting,’”
says Johnson. And she did.
A stack of calendars, a tantalizing
silver and black Radierette uniform
and a dazzling white smile helped
Johnson pay rent and get noticed in
Los Angeles for the first time. As a
Raiderette, Johnson found herself
amusing a captive audience.
But it wasn’t until 2007 that
Johnson received the career she
yearned for. In need of gas money
and résumé boost, Johnson agreed
to perform ten minutes of her
amateur material at the Ice House
Comedy Club in Pasadena for $25.
And Johnson’s famous Vietnamese
manicurist character, Tammy, was
born on Myspace — The start
of what Johnson jokes as a cultfollowing.
For four hours at a time
Johnson says she would respond to

the hundreds of messages that began
to flood her inbox.
“I don’t know that Jessica Alba
doesn’t sit there and reply to all the
thousand of messages she gets every
day,” she says.
Johnson recalls talking to her
sister on the phone about how
overwhelmed and scared she felt:
“I remember telling her this is either
a little phase I’m going through or
this is the beginning of the rest of
my life.”
Color me inspired
Johnson’s material stemmed
from the diverse inspirations of
her Mexican and Native American
heritage and living in the Bay Area.
Her younger brother Kenneth,
she says, was her inspiration for her
MAD TV character, Bon Qui Qui.
“He’s ghetto fabulous,” says
Johnson. “He has this trendsetter
personality. I believe Bon Qui Qui is
also one of those — A lot of people
act the way she acts, and a lot of the
time Bon Qui Qui will say things that
we only wish we could.”
Kenneth says Bon Qui Qui is
his favorite character his sister does
because, “It’s ghetto. It’s the truth and
it’s true to character.”
Johnson even gave her popular
character a blog on her website
called, “Ask Bon Qui Qui.”
The enthusiastic actress says
she eventually wants to turn the
blog material into a book filled
with comical, yet constructive advice
on life, love and happiness.
“Your friends are the ones who
sugar coat things for you,” says
Johnson. “It’s the strangers who
we don’t know that just keep it real
and tell you exactly how it is. That
stands as her [Bon Qui Qui] forte, to
keep it real.”
That’s How She Does It!
Johnson’s quirky and powerful
diva personality is more apparent
when she’s on her tour, “That’s How
We Do It!”
In the male-dominated profession
of comedy, Johnson seeks to set a
new standard in the funny business.
Johnson’s tour is emblazoned with
posters of her dressed as Rosie the
Riveter, a cultural icon of American
women of World War II.
Though six shows in one weekend
can get exhausting, Johnson says
she never forgets to thank God for

the opportunity to bless the
audience with her humor.
“Before I go on stage, I’ll
sometimes say a quick prayer with
the other comedians,” says Johnson.
“ We kind of dedicate the shows to
God,” she says.
Johnson believes laughter is a
healing form of medicine and her
audience is at the front line of this
power. She recalls when a fan shared
how her hospitalized sister would
watch her videos to laugh.
But making people laugh was not
what Johnson necessarily wanted or
could predict in her career.
“I kind of feel that comedy
pursued me,” says Johnson. “It
happened so quickly.”
Giving back
Today, Johnson is a Los Angeles
resident, and spends her time
auditioning for pilots in Los Angeles,
touring around the globe and
planning the wedding of her dreams.
This year the young actress will be
tying-the-knot with fiancé, Manwell
Reyes, at an undisclosed location in
the Bay Area.
But it’s not wedding bells that
have Johnson coming back to her old
stomping grounds.
Johnson’s talent has recently
brought her back home to the Bay
Area to benefit her high school’s
performing arts program in the face
of sweeping budget cuts.
Johnson was planning a benefit
show for a Los Angeles high school
when a friend told her about the
potential loss Lincoln could suffer.
Johnson says Lincoln has one of
the best art programs in San José and
had a passionate calling to help save
it from being cut.
Nearly two years after moving to
Southern California, Johnson hopes
to return to her old high school and
motivate its students with her life
story.
Ironically, Johnson will spend
the evening of April Fool’s Day
performing at the Improv Comedy
Club in San José where a portion
of proceeds will be donated to
the Lincoln High performing arts
program.
Together the diversity of San José
and the cutthroat mentality from the
“City of Angels” has brought Johnson
fame, happiness and a fiancé she
never thought possible, as a teenager.
Hannah Keirns contributed to this story.
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Hollis and Murch’s “Waterscape” was inspired by the natural geological and artesian conditions underlying the
San José region. Set on a timer, the distinct features of the public art piece are ever-changing. (Top right) In
the morning, water flows over the warped, granite topographic plain. (Above) At night, the sculpture is calm
and subdued. (Bottom right) Telescoping linear vanes of stainless steel tubing provide mist during hot days.
(On P. 12) “Waterscape” is nestled on Santa Clara Street in the City Hall plaza.

“W

aterscape,” dedicated in August
2005, stands sensationally at
the heart of San José in front of
the City Hall plaza. Fog vanes
tower over the plaza, emitting
refreshing mist during hot
summers. Water flows down
a wedge of golden granite,
offering tranquil combinations of light and
sound during cold winter nights.
Douglas Hollis and Anna Valentina
Murch, public artists based in San
Francisco, started their five-year journey
with “Waterscape” in 2001. With a $2.4
million budget, this piece is the most
expensive project in the San José Public
Art Program to date.

“[Hollis and Murch] listened to the
community’s values and how they see City
Hall. They translated these goals into the
‘Waterscape’ project,” says Rubin, who is
the project manager for “Waterscape” and
many other City Hall art installations.
The program commissioned the two
artists to collaborate and create a water
feature surrounding San José’s culture
and history. Individually, both artists
incorporate natural phenomena in their
artwork — Hollis brings his background
of working with wind and climate, while
Murch contributes her experience with
light and sound.
“I start the sentence and Anna finishes
it,” says Hollis. The combination of the

andrea henneman

Whether it is two Olympians uniting in ethnic pride,
an embellished stone wall representing the JapaneseAmerican internment, or a facade of photographed hands
welcoming visitors to the airport, San José’s distinct city
culture is always waiting to be enjoyed and celebrated
through free public art.
“The purpose is to enhance city buildings and living
in San José,” says Barbara Goldstein, San José public art
program director. Through the Office of Cultural Affairs,
the Public Art Program completes 10 to 15 projects a
year, adding to the existing 200 pieces of art sprinkled
all over the San José area — including installations at
Martin Luther King, Jr. Library, City Hall and the San José
International Airport. The city reserves one to two percent
of every new civic project’s budget for artwork. Just for
the San José community. For free entertainment. For the
love of art.
“The wonderful thing about public art is [artists] get to
help build a civic identity with mother nature,” says Mary
Rubin, public art senior project manager in San José for
the past 18 years.
Behind the color palettes, significant materials,
distinct textures and complex designs of the public
art pieces, stories are waiting to unfold. Though artists
breathe life into the masterpieces, it all starts with
a vision.
Rubin calls this an artist’s individual “visual vocabulary”
— what he or she brings forth to a public art project.
Each issue, we will give you an “All-Access Pass”
to the voices from behind-the-scenes: To the artists
who make our community their canvas and allow our
interaction with San José more than just a walk in
the park.

artists and their unique talents results in a
complete experience for all of the senses.
Having contributed to public art
individually for more than 20 years,
Hollis and Murch have created retreats
for communities all across the country,
blending wonders of nature with history
and culture.
“Their work was sophisticated and
aesthetically capable to respect the natural
habitat of the city,” says Rubin. The water
piece focuses on the “see saw pattern”
of San José’s history with water. In the
early 1900s, communities in Santa Clara
Valley thrived off water and agricultural
development, but were also afflicted by
floods and droughts. continued on p. 12
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urgeoning with a population
of almost one million and
hosting the world’s largest
technology corporations,
San José, the capital of
Silicon Valley, also hosts a
culture that is diverse in age,
race and talent.
Burrowed within this population
lies an innovative and unprecedented
community — the local San José art
scene. Simultaneously overlooked but
evasive, this group of artists create a
passionate and brilliant pool of people
who have honed their gifts in San
José’s cityscape.
Dive deeper into this pool and
you’ll find a group of six men who
have transcended the boundaries
of composition, melody and even
city limits.
San José natives, The Fingerbangerz,
are a crew of disc jockeys (DJs) that have
earned its fame through musical mastery
and undeniable skill. Having worked with
artists such as the Black Eyed Peas, Kelis
and the Jabbawockeez (winners of MTV’s
first America’s Best Dance Crew), members
Dominic “Goldenchyld” Cueto, Nick
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Ngo, Ryan “DJ Replay” Buendia, Germel
“G-Wrex” Boado, Paolo “Cutso” Bello,
and Aaron “Squareweezy” Aquino are
a group of guys who have shared roots
in turntablism and friendship since the
early 1990s.
“Back in high school, we were between
the classes of 1997 to about 2000, so we’d
all go to each other’s parties,” says Bello.
“We were kind of like the young kids in
the scene growing up, especially in the
dance and DJ scene in the early ’90s.”
As their friendship developed,
so did their interest in music. When
they formed into a crew, the members
gained inspiration from other turntable
groups such as the Invisibl Skratch
Piklz, a legendary crew from the
Bay Area.
“I think early on in our crew history, we
were always overambitious, which actually
served us well because we often bit off a little
more than we could chew at times,” says
Cueto. “It served us well because we learned
a lot about DJing and battles and DJing
shows and all that. We would always shoot
for the stars and if we didn’t make it, end up
grabbing a cloud. I feel like we continually
do that.”

When it came to choosing a name
to solidify themselves, they described
themselves at the time as playful,
immature teenagers. Ngo came up
with the final name, “The Fingerbangerz.”
The name was different and
humorous, but also appropriate and literal
— the guys used their hands to manipulate
records on a turntable to create their
own sound.
“We’d always get a crazy reaction
anytime when somebody would ask our
DJ crew name,” says Aquino. “At first it
was laughs, and then it turned into ‘Oh
shit, they’re here,’ and then it turned
into ‘Oh shit, they’re gonna be rockin’
it, I’m going there.’ It really proved that
your name could be whatever, it’s the
people behind it that matter.”
And so it was true. This gifted
group of men have proven themselves
by gaining fame in the San José
music scene and beyond. While
they can be heard at venues throughout
the Bay Area, the group also marked
its territory in New York, Miami, and
the Philippines.
The group has surpassed the basic
two turntables, one mixer setup and

has advanced to experiment with
various forms of technology, beat
machines, keyboards and drum kits.
They have gone beyond just scratching
and have expanded into music theory.
Doing so has enabled them to harness
their sound.
“I think nowadays it’s more mature,”
says Aquino. “We’re playing with
different types of software to add to our
music. With our first album, ViRUs, we
were like toddlers. That one was just
total destruction where we were at our
most primal state, just shaking things
up. Eight years later, our sound has
definitely matured. It’s more laidback. It
knows when to go up and take you to
different places.”
The group’s distinct sound is a
concoction of soul, breaks, booty bass,
and dirty south blended with rock, pop
and ’80s. Each member brings their
own persona to the turntable, creating
music that is different, dance-worthy and
defiant against the boundaries of genre
— all while keeping a steady beat.
The DJ crew members also note that
their path to success was not always
a streamlined process. The crew has

encountered challenges that not only
affected them, but the San José local art
scene in general.
“It kind of seems like the nightlife in
San José is slowly closing down,” says
Cueto. “And that’s not just a challenge
for us, but for performers, DJs, rappers
and anybody that’s just trying to get in
front of a crowd.”
The crew reminisced about previous
venue shutdowns such as the Cactus
Club and SoFa Lounge, old stomping
grounds of the ailing San José party
scene. Another local venue they had
frequently performed at, the Voodoo
Lounge, closed its doors at the end
of February.
Quite fittingly, three of The
Fingerbangerz crew — Cueto, Bello
and Aquino — DJed to a packed crowd
during its last two open nights of
February 25 and 26.
But with
hard work
and
determination going into
late-night sound sessions,
the crew has deepened relations with
people who have supported them since the
start of their careers, and have
developed new relationships with local
businesses.
Cherri Lakey, owner of Anno
Domini, has known The Fingerbangerz
for about eight years. Lakey ’s
urban contemporary art gallery,
located on South First Street, features
work by street artists, subculture artists
and counterculture aficionados.
“We had them at our gallery when
they were really, really young,” says
Lakey. “When they came to play,
I remember that they just came
off a tournament — an international
tournament — and they were
number two in the world. But San
José didn’t seem to really know that
they were here, that they were born and
raised here.”

In 2010, Lakey coordinated the
Third Annual Sub-Zero Festival held in
downtown San José, where three blocks
near South First Street were blocked
off. The festival featured an avenue of
vendors, street artists and performers.
At the festival, The Fingerbangerz
collaborated with San José Taiko, a group
of traditional Japanese drummers. This
made for a different type of routine that
exemplified the DJ crew’s versatility and
inimitability.
“We would
always shoot for
the stars and if
we didn’t make it,
end up grabbing
a cloud.”
- Domonic
“Goldenchyld”
Cueto

“I was eager to see how the
performance would turn out,” says Lakey.
“I know, culturally, that Taiko can be a
spiritual thing, so it was two different
types of artists coming together. The
groups meshed so well together and the
performance was amazing. I still watch
the video every day and it brings tears to
my eyes.”
Mari Millares, one of the owners of
the clothing boutique The Usuals, also
supports The Fingerbangerz. The shop,
on the Alameda, hosts a monthly art
event held every fourth Friday featuring
a local South Bay artist alongside music
played by a DJ.
“We like being involved with them
for a while, we grew up together,”
says Millares. “The main reason
why we support them in any way
we can is because they’re friends
who hustle. They’ve made a great
name for themselves through all their
hard work.”

In the spirit of entrepreneurship,
members of The Fingerbangerz
have expanded their musical ability
into production, where they are
creating beats and instrumentals for
well-known artists. This has even
lead to the establishment of 17 Hertz,
a recording studio headed by Ngo
in Fremont that is a go-to for any
musician seeking a reputable recording
space. Buendia, who now lives in
Los Angeles, is a Grammy winner
and was recently nominated
for another as producer on a
track for rhythm and blues artist
Chris Brown.
Of its current projects, The
Fingerbangerz share that they are
trekking more into the production
aspect with their second album,
Müs.i.c., just released this month. The
album will become a soundtrack
to the Jabbawockeez’ show at the Monte
Carlo in Las Vegas.
Bello, Aquino, Cueto and Boado,
members of the crew who still live in San
José, can be found at new Bay Area party
hot spots: Johnny V’s, Rue in Santana
Row, Fahrenheit Lounge and The Cellar
in San Francisco.
The members of The Fingerbangerz
have embarked on a musical journey
taking them to places they never
thought they would be and placing
them next to artists they once looked
up to. With worldwide fame, the crew
has always maintained its humility,
affability and have all remained good
friends throughout collective and
individual successes.
“They never let egos get in the
way,” says Lakey. “Although they
have their own individual projects, they
still manage to stick together as a
group and that is something I’ve
always admired about them. They are
absolutely phenomenal.” a

(Opposite page) Aquino, Bello
and Cueto of The Fingerbangerz
always represent their DJ crew,
their unique music and the local
companies that support them. (Top
left) Though the crew originated in
San José, only four of its members
still live in the Bay Area [Boado
not pictured]. (Top right) Cueto
and Aquino flow off one another
in Cueto’s home studio. (Middle)
Aquino and Bello perform at the
Voodoo Lounge before its closing
on February 25. (Above) Bello
hones his skills at Cueto’s
home studio.

continued From p. 9

“Sometimes there was an abundance of water and
then there was none,” says Murch. “So it’s the sense that
it’s not constant — everything is always changing.”
Murch and Hollis programmed the flux of water flow
in the fountain to a timed 24-hour program so there
are gradual changes throughout the day and night. In
the morning, bubblers and sprinklers turn on, bringing
the piece to life. At night, water softly trickles across
the rocks.
“It’s metaphorical rather than literal,” says Murch.
“We didn’t want something that was so architectural.
That is why there are so many curves and flows in the
wave field.”

The boulders seen in the piece were hand-picked
from a quarry near Fresno and strategically placed so
the water could flow undirected and randomly down
the plane.
“Think of it as the architecture being governed and
the waterscape as ungovernable,” says Mel Chin, a
public artist who created a collection of artwork in the
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library. Chin offered these
words during the feedback and design process, which
Hollis said contributed another layer of information
used to advance the project.
“It’s an expensive endeavor, so you don’t want to
invest a lot of time if people have no understanding of
what you’re doing to begin with,” says Murch. “You have
feedback all the way through.” But sometimes feedback
created complications along the way, such as the idea to
use recycled water.
“You have no idea how difficult it was for us to be
able to do that,” says Murch, explaining their long,
complicated proposal to use a filtered rainwater system
collected from the roof of the City Hall building.
In the end, they placed the recycled water system
directly underneath the structure. Water is collected as it
seeps down the sides or disappears into the metal grate
at the end of the water field. Though sustainable, the
water system is where most of the budget was invested.
Murch says the pump system is complicated, much like
“going into a submarine.”
“Waterscape” also involves more work than the
eye can see, such as a weather station mounted on top
of the City Hall rotunda that measures temperature
and humidity.
“It tells the fog controller if the wind is blowing in
the wrong direction so it won’t go into the street,” says

Hollis. “The other thing that was actually really difficult
to pull off, was we were determined that all surfaces
of the piece would be wet all the time. For practical
reasons, it makes it more graffiti proof, but we wanted
it to have a life at all times. It’s never off.”
Murch and Hollis provide thoughtful details like
these to tap into our senses and bring us into the
piece itself.
“It’s interactive in a very gentle way,” says Murch.
Rather than playing in the water, children can go
right up to the edge of the fountain and touch the
water. Adults can refresh themselves and even the
police horses can drink from it. Here, the plaza begins
to separate itself from the city.
“We liked the idea that it was kind of a surprise,” says
Hollis.
It was equally important for the sounds of running
water to muffle the sounds of busy Santa Clara street to
create a “fourth wall” to the City Hall plaza.
“It’s kind of like making an oasis in the heart of cities,”
says Hollis, “places where you can stop and contemplate
for a minute and catch your breath.”
Almost six years later, Murch and Hollis are still
working together on seven other projects in Virginia,
Iowa, Oregon and Northern and Southern California.
Their public art contributions are permanent
installations that will continue to engage communities
across the country.
“If we can change our public places, people can
change the spaces they inhabit and there can be a
dialogue between all those things,” says Murch. “I
think public art, especially when artists can integrate
and work on a bigger picture, can really help make each
place unique and very special.” a
view more pictures of waterscape at day and nig ht — accessmagazine.sjsu.edu

